PREFACE

The National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges is proud to publish
the 21st annual report on Appropriations of State Tax Funds for Operating Expenses of Higher
Education by Dr. M. M. Chambers.
Over the years, these reports — the "Chambers Reports" as they are called — have provided
timely and up-to-date information about tax assistance to public universities and colleges across
the country. The Chambers Report, in fact, furnishes the earliest compilation of state
appropriations for operating expenses of higher education extant. For that reason, it has become
an invaluable guide for university and college administrators and for media representatives with
a special interest in higher education.
This year's report shows that 50 states appropriated more than $19 billion for annual operating
expenses of all higher education. Yet Dr. Chambers chronicles many instances of cutbacks and
hardships which have slowed the growth of support.
While state appropriations for operating costs of higher education have registered an overall
increase over the preceding two years, the cost of operating a typical college or university rose 7.8
percent in academic 1979, according to the newest higher education index compiled by D. Kent Halstead
of the National Institute for Education. The index was developed by Dr. Halstead to measure changes
in prices which colleges and universities pay for goods and services.
While colleges and universities managed, generally, to keep cost increases below the general
9.4 inflation rate over the past year, price rises have nevertheless had a serious impact on budgets.
The prices of goods and services purchased by colleges and universities have more than doubled over
the past 11 years, according to the Halstead Index. Soaring energy costs have doubled the operational
cost for utilities. At the same time, the cost of fringe benefits for college and university employees
went up 13.8 percent, an increase attributed by university officials to federal regulations requiring
health plans to cover pregnancy and to a sharp rise in hospital fees. Pension costs were driven upward
as a result of federal regulations which permit employees to retire at an earlier age. Social security
taxes also rose but professional salaries did not rise as rapidly as other segments in university
budgets.
The financial pressures continue but, once again, the Chambers Report details the support which
the 50 states have provided for fiscal 1980 — support which is essential for students who would not
otherwise have an opportunity for higher education and for the improved quality of life which education
can make possible.
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INTRODUCTION

The fifty state legislatures appropriated more than $19 billion ($19,075,829) of state tax
funds for annual operating expenses of all higher education for fiscal year 1980. This sum
represents a gain over the preceding two years of 24 per cent. This rate of gain is somewhat above
the rate of general inflation over the identical period, and therefore includes an element of
moderate real gain.
Retrospect: the Decade of the 'Seventies
For the ten years 1971-1980, comparable fifty-state totals and approximate percentages of
two-year gain have been reported each year as follows:
Fiscal years
Billions of $
2-yr gain %

1971
7.0

1972
7.7

1973
8.5

1974
9.7

1975
11.0

1976
12.7

1977
13.9

1978
15.3

1979
16.9

1980
19.0

38

24

23

25

29

28

24

20

22

24

While these rates of gain are substantially lower than those of the latter half of the 1960's,
some of which reached 40 per cent or more, yet the cumulative ten-year gain for the 1970's (207
percent) indicates that state tax support of higher education, viewed nationwide, made substantial
if moderate progress. Any impression that this decade was one of decline and disaster will not
hold water. It was a time of modest upward growth.
This is not to deny that there have been many local instances of cutbacks and hardships; but
the wide picture has not depicted a downward slope, but only some slowing down of the tempo of
growth of state tax support, which continues its upward trend.
Some Highlights of 1980
For fiscal 1980 the two-year rates of gain by states ranged from 8 percent to 43 per cent.
The median is at 21 percent. Seven states are at that point: Alabama, Delaware, Minnesota, Missouri,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Virginia.
Arranged in descending order of their respective rates of two-year gain, the top quartile
of the fifty states (26-43 per cent inclusive) embraces 8 states that gained 30 per cent or more,
and all these are in the South or Southwest: California, Louisiana, Arkansas, Kentucky, Oklahoma,
New Mexico, South Carolina, and Tennessee. Of the four others at 26 per cent or above, two are
also in the Sunbelt: Georgia and North Carolina. Only two are elsewhere: Kansas and Oregon.
In the second quartile (21-25 per cent inclusive) four are in the southern-most tier: Florida,
Mississippi, Texas, and Alabama. Two are in the Northeast: Maine and Massachusetts. Three are
in the North Central: Iowa, North Dakota, and Michigan. Three are in the Far West: Nevada, Utah,
and Washington.
The third quartile (18-21 per cent inclusive) has five in the North Central: Minnesota, Missouri,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Illinois. Six others are in the Northeast: Delaware, Rhode Island, Maryland,
New York, New Jersey, and Vermont. One is in the South: Virginia; and one in the Mountain West: Wyoming.
The fourth or lowest quartile states show a shotgun scatter: Three are in the North Central.
Three are in the Northeast: Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire. Four are in the Mountain West:
Montana, Colorado, Idaho, and Arizona. Two are extra-continental: Hawaii and Alaska. One is in the
Border South: West Virginia. It can be noted that all the eight lowest (less than 15 per cent) are
either in the Northeast, or west of the Great Plains.

-3How the Map Looks
When looking at the map, view the continental U. S. as composed of four quadrants, centered
at the northeast corner of Kansas. These observations will emerge:

A glance discloses that as to the current rate of two-year gains, the SE quadrant is clearly
in the lead, followed in descending order by the SW, NW, and NE quadrants. Of the states composing
roughly the southern half of the nation, 11 are in the top quartile, with only 4 in the lowest;
whereas in the states of the northern half, only 1 is in the top, with 9 in the lowest quartile.
It is noteworthy, however, that the NE quadrant shows some improvement in relative standing over
the most recent one, two, and three years.
It may be noted that the eight most populous states-- California, New York, Texas,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, and Florida, appropriated almost 50 per cent of the
entire $19 billion appropriated by the fifty states.
Many other observations can be made from the data. At this point there is neither time, space,
nor inclination to make elaborate analyses, because the top priority is to make the data available
in this timely publication, not far from the end of the first quarter of the fiscal year.
Limitations and Definitions
The priority of timeliness imposes some restrictions. The sums named are appropriations of
state tax funds for annual operating expenses of higher education, reported in accord with the
ground rules on an early page herein. They can not include supplementary appropriations or other
changes made later in the fiscal year. In some instances where appropriations are made to some
state agency other than higher education governing or coordinating boards, "in a sum sufficient"
to cover salary increases, fringe benefits, or contingencies not determinable until the termination
of the fiscal year, it is obvious that such sums must be represented by estimates or approximations.
Many diversities among the states in accounting and reporting preclude instant reduction of the
whole to absolute uniformity; but a reasonable approach to comparability, both from year to year and
among different states, is maintained. The figures are not to be confused with audited reports of
actual expenditures, which could not be assemble and published until more than a year later.
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WHAT THE FIGURES ARE INTENDED TO MEAN

1 Report only appropriations; not actual expenditures. GRAPEVINE'S 50-state annual summary is published
annually in October, early in the fiscal year. Its principal usefulness is its timeliness.
Don't wait.
2 Report only sums appropriated for annual operating expenses.
3 Exclude appropriations for capital outlays and debt service.
4 Exclude appropriations of sums derived from any source other than state tax funds. Exclude all moneys
derived from Federal sources, local sources, or student fees.
5 Include sums destined for higher education, but appropriated to some other state agency. (Examples:
funds intended for faculty fringe benefits may be appropriated to the State Treasurer and
disbursed by him; certain funds for medical or health education may be appropriated to the
State Department of Health and disbursed from that department.) Sometimes these sums have
to be approximated or estimated, because the exact amounts disbursed can not be known until
after the end of the fiscal period. Include them, even if only estimated.
6 If possible without undue delay, in complex universities please set out separately sums
appropriated for main campus, branch campuses, and medical centers (even if on the main
campus). The medical center item should include operation of colleges of medicine, dentistry,
pharmacy, nursing, and teaching hospitals, either lumped as one sum or set out separately
as preferred.
7 Include, if possible, sums appropriated to statewide coordinating boards or governing
boards, either for board expenses or for allocation by the board to other institutions,
or both.
8 Include sums appropriated for state scholarships or other student financial aids, except for capital
outlays.
9 Include sums appropriated for state aid to local public community colleges (and for operation of
state-supported community colleges), and for vocational-technical two-year colleges or
institutes which are predominantly for high school graduates and adult students.
10 Include sums appropriated directly to private institutions of higher education at any level.
FURTHER NOTES: The above 10 "ground rules" will each require some exercise of reasonable judgment
in establishing boundaries, because the diversity in legislative and administrative
practices among the states is complex.
We avoid extending the "ground rules" beyond endurance by referring to the copy of our
tabulation for your state for the preceding year, attached to our letter which accompanies
this sheet.
You are asked to use that tabulation as a taker-off point, and construct a similar
tabulation for the next fiscal period, being careful to indicate any insertions or
additions necessary to update it.
Especially you are asked to add the final column of your tabulation, to give us a
statewide total figure which may be compared with our comparable figure circulated two years
earlier, .so we can calculate the rate of gain over two years with reasonable accuracy. It
would also be helpful if you would give us your own estimate of this percentage of 2-year
gain.
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